
Flexible Self-build Stands

Intelligent Exhibiting™

Hidden aluminium framework

Wide range of graphic types

Tool-less assembly

Self-build portable variant

Professionally installed solutions

Fast assembly pop-up variant

Wide range of accessories

Counters

Modular Pop-up

Presentation Displays

Custom Modular Stands

A ‘next generation’ custom 
modular exhibition system



ISOframe - Intelligent Exhibiting

For large custom modular stands or self-build portable systems, ISOframe is the intelligent choice. ISOframe 
tool-less frameworks are very quick and easy to assemble, and can be clad in a wide range of substrates 
such as foamboard, fabrics and rollable graphics to suit any requirement. Standardised 800mm wide graphics 
give ISOframe the flexibility to change the stand shape without the need to reprint graphics.

ISOframe frameworks are always hidden behind the graphics giving a stunning, contemporary look to every 
stand or presentation. Graphic designers really do appreciate the design freedom that the hidden structure 
offers. 

ISOframe comprises of a range of variants to suit customer needs. ISOframe Wave can be formed into almost 
any shape and is ideal for the self-build exhibitor looking to carry it in the car. ISOframe Exhibit is tailored 
towards larger professionally installed systems up to 5 metres high clad with non-rollable graphics.

ISOframe Wave - flexible, self-build option

The World’s first fully flexible exhibition system. Ideal for small and 
medium sized exhibitions when flexibility to suit multiple venues is 
paramount. Bend it into almost any shape, extend or reduce the 
size whilst setting up. Tool-less assembly and portable - perfect for 
the self-build exhibitor.

Graphics: Rollable only
Flexible

Self-build
Portable by car 

ISOframe Exhibit - large custom modular

Ideal for larger stands up to 5m tall, where more structure is 
required. Create stands that look custom built yet retaining all the 
benefits of a modular system i.e. re-usable, re-shapeable and very 
cost effective. 

Graphics: Semi-rigid, rigid, textile, PET, MDF and more.
Re-shapeable

Re-usable
Professional Installation

ISOframe Compact - semi-permanent 

ISOframe Compact is a great stylish alternative to a pop-up. 
Optional styles and a wide range of accessories including 
media screens, table attachments and shelves. Off-the -shelf 
and bespoke designs available.  Perfect for portable or semi-
permanent installations.

Graphics: Rollable, semi-rigid or PVC banner
Self-build

Tool-less assembley
Portable by car

ISOframe Express - simple, fast assembly

A modular pop-up system that can do much more than other pop-
ups! Special shapes, special heights and widths. Attach heavy 
media screens and tables - all without tools. All the benefits of 
ISOframe - only faster! Off-the-shelf and bespoke options available.

Graphics: Rollable only
Self-build

Bespoke options
Portable by car

express pop-up

Counters

Simplicity, flexibility and contemporary styling - that's the ISOframe philosophy

10m x 8 m ISOframe Exhibit Custom Modular 
Installation with ISOframe Counters

8m x 5m ISOframe Exhibit 
Custom Modular Installation

6m x 4m ISOframe Wave with 
ISOframe Counters

6m x 4m ISOframe Wave with built-in 
shelving and down lighters

9m x 3m ISOframe Wave with 
table attachments

ISOframe Counters - effective and stylish

A great range of off-the-shelf and bespoke counters. Tool-less 
assembly and easy portability are the hallmarks of ISOframe and 
this great range of counters is no exception.

Graphics: Rollable or semi-rigid
Self-build

Bespoke options
Portable by car
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ISOframe® Wave
The World’s first fully flexible exhibition system

Easy tool-less assembly
Flex the display to create any shape you need
Enlarge or reduce to suit the venue
2090mm, 2290mm and 2490mm height options
i-Line system for perfect graphic alignment
Attach large LCD screens up to 36” (18kg)
Attach tables, shelves, literature holders etc
Perfect for shell schemes or space only events
Easily transportable by car - ideal for self-build
Designed, developed and manufactured in the UK

The New Flexi-Wave link now sits beind 
the graphic for improved aesthetics.

Rear View
The entire stand is 
assembled without 
tools.

Simple graphic 
hanging and alignment 
with the new i-Line 
system.
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The patented Flexi-Wave link means the frame 
can be flexed to almost any shape during or 
after set-up.

Three types of table attachment are availableOur patented FASTclamp connector means the 
entire system can be assembled without tools!

Product Update!
Our new patented 

Flexi-wave link now sits 
behind the graphics for 

improved aesthetics 

4m x 3m 3m x 3m

3m x 3m

2.5m x 2.5m

1m x 1m

0.5m x 0.5m

Create all these layouts and many more from just one system!

Free 3D visualisation

Keyboard Semi-circular Square See if your stand will fit your event space with our free 
3D  stand visualisation service 

4 5

Stunning looks, infinite flexibility and extremely user friendly - ISOframe Wave is the first portable display system to 
combine all these winning features into one easy-to-use self-build system. Flex the entire exhibit wall into the shape 
you need, extend or reduce the display width to suit any venue. All this thanks to a patented Flexi-Wave link that 
means the display can be flexed like a snake yet remains very stable. Tool-less assembly and easily portable by 
car makes ISOframe Wave the perfect choice for the self-build exhibitor.

ISOframe - Intelligent Exhibiting™

1

2

Use gloss graphics for a contemporary finish Include doors to create internal storage areas

Large displays can be flexed into any shapeAdd large media screensWide flat walls are easy with ISOframe Wave
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ISOframe® Exhibit
A 'next generation' custom modular exhibition system

Custom build look and finish
Modular benefits - cost effective and re-usable 
FASTclamp – no tools assembly
Create stands for any event up to 5m high
Use foamboard for a stunning cost effective finish
Incorporate back-lit graphics, roofing, LED lighting 
Include doors and special product displays
Free stand design and 3D visualisation service
Designed, developed and manufactured in the UK

1- Include roofing and pelmets with lights
2- Add curved or straight doors 
3- Incorporate windows & display cases
4- Attached heavy media screens

Complex designs with special lighting are easily 
achieved with ISOframe Exhibit

Build creative and impactful 
stands up to 5m high

Sweeping double sided 
curves are no problem

Create a custom stand 
even in small spaces

Add towers, doors, product 
shelving and much more Include curved or straight doors

The patented FASTclamp tool-less connector makes frame 
assembly upto 5 times faster than traditional connectors!

6 7

Aluminium framework for quick assembly and seamless graphics 

3

Rear view

Mount heavy display items easily A large 10m x 8m island stand

Add custom featuresFabric graphics and projection screensA cafe built in ISOframeAdd special product displays easily

Sweeping curves are easy with ISOframe Perfect for all types of events and locations

Fast tool-less assembly and a wide range of cladding options means ISOframe Exhibit is a cost effective custom modular 
system that can be re-used and re-built time and time again.  Create stands with maximum impact up to 5 metres high that 
look custom built.  A hidden framework gives a contemporary look and total graphic design freedom.  Use a wide range of 
substrates - including foamboards, textiles and aluminium laminates to create the design style you require.  

The option to reconfigure the framework, and re-
use graphics for multiple events means ISOframe 
Exhibit is cost effective without compromising 
the quality and impact of the finished system. 
ISOframe Exhibit is perfect for a professionally 
installed solution.

ISOframe - Intelligent Exhibiting™

1

2

4



Choose a standard frame or let us create a bespoke system.
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ISOframe® Compact
Ideal for portable displays and semi-permanent installations
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Our patented FASTclamp tool-less con-
nector makes for very easy assembly and 

fast breakdown!

ISOframe Compact is a presentation system that puts both design style and stability to the fore - a stylish alternative to 
a pop-up. ISOframe Compact is available in three fundamental style options: Graphic Wing, Oval Post and Flying Oval 
Post. The framework is strong enough to accept a wide range of accessories including literature holders and heavy media 
screens. ISOframe Compact utilises our patented FASTclamp connector which means the framework can be assembled 
quickly and easily, without tools.

   ISOframe Compact is easily portable by car as the aluminium posts and beams all breakdown into lengths 
of 900mm or shorter. A range of rigid wheeled cases is available to simplify transportation. ISOframe 

Compact supports a wide range of graphic substrates 
including rollable and banner vinyl for easy portability 
or foamboards for a more durable solution for a longer 

term display situation.

ISOframe - Intelligent Exhibiting™

Three frame styles available

Graphic Wing Oval Post Flying Oval Post

ISOframe Compact can be enlarged or 
reduced to suit any venue without re-
printing graphics. This 3m x 3m system 
was enlarged to 6m x 3m using additional 
graphics.

3m x 3m

6m x 3m

Off-the-shelf and bespoke frame shapes available
Three style options - Graphic Wing, Oval and Flying Oval
FASTclamp – no tools assembly
Three height options - 2090, 2290 or 2490mm
Attach tables, media screen and literature holders
We can incorporate bespoke product displays
Suitable for foamboard, rollable and banner style graphics
Free stand design and 3D visualisation service
Designed, developed and manufactured in the UK

8 9

A large double sided ISOframe display

Ideal for portable presentation backdrops 

Custom units can be made to orderAttach media screens and tablesAn asymmetric display

Create stunning semi-permanent displays with ISOframe Compact

A range of transport 
cases is available to suit 
your requirements
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Countersexpress pop-up

ISOframe® Express Pop-up
A pop-up that doesn't look like a pop-up!

ISOframe® Counters
A great range of of-the-shelf, modular and bespoke counters

10 11

ISOframe Express is a modular pop-up system that is ideal when speed, simplicity and stability is paramount. Unlike cheaper 
pop-ups the frame is self-locking and cross-braced, which means the graphics hang perfectly and heavy media screens and 
tables can be attached easily - all without tools of course - in true ISOframe style.

ISOframe Express incorporates a graphic 
wing at the sides of the display which is 
much easier to attach than the traditional 
curved end panel. This gives each stand a 
contemporary 'non-pop-up' look. 

The super slim frame of 190mm also looks 
great and saves stand space too.

ISOframe - Intelligent Exhibiting™

Table attachments

Keyboard Semi-circle Square

ISOframe Counters are a great cost effective table or product display solution. Ideal for use as either product podiums or 
working counters they are available in a wide range of shapes and 5 standard height options from 250mm to 1000mm. 
Special heights are available on request. 

ISOframe Counters are stored and transported flat and can 
be assembled in seconds using our patented FASTclamp tool-
less connector. Printed rollable graphics are quickly attached 
magnetically. Each counter can be accessorised with a wide range 
of components such as shelves, cupboard doors, iPad holders etc 
and can even be uprated to take a total weight of 75Kg!

ISOframe - Intelligent Exhibiting™

Fast to assemble pop-up frame
 
Attach tables, shelves and media screens without tools
 
Contemporary graphic wing style end caps
 
Full range of standard off-the-shelf frames
 
Special shapes, sizes and designs built to order
 
Cross-braced frame for amazing strength and stability 
 
Cross-braced frame ensures graphics hang perfectly

Fast, easy tool-free assembly
 
A range of standard shapes and heights
 
Flat-packs easily into your car
 
Use as counters or product display podiums
 
250, 500, 750, 850 and 1000mm height options
 
Optional adjustable internal shelving
 
Upgradeable to a maximum load of 75kg

Heavy screens can be attached to the 
super-strong cross-braced framework

KidneyLarge RectangularRectangularCircular Oval Reception Counter

Large one-piece frameworks are 
quick to assemble and very stable



 © 2012 Display Makers UK Limited. ‘ISOframe’ and ‘Intelligent Exhibiting’ are registered trademarks of Display Makers UK Limited. Patents pending world-wide.

Due to our policy of continued development Display Makers reserves the right to change or amend any product without notification.

Lifetime Warranty
Display Makers offer a lifetime warranty against material and/or manufacturing 

defects.  This warranty only covers hardware (systems not graphic panels) and is 
limited to the original owner. Display Makers UK Ltd reserve the right to request 
the product to be returned for inspection before warranty is granted.  Abusive 
handling, loss of the system, or system parts is not included in the warranty.  

Warranty is limited to the original purchase price of the respective product only. 
 

Colour Studios Ltd,
Unit 5/6,
Haydon Industrial Estate,
Radstock, Bath BA3 3RD,
England. 
Tel: 01761 431 300
Fax: 01761 430 000

www.colourstudios.co.uk
sales@colourstudios.co.uk
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